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Paul Martin visits Laurier
Jim Donnelly
In the wake of this year's national
budget, Laurier students upset about
high tuition rates finally had a
chance to voice their opinions when
Liberal Finance Minster Paul Martin
visited - you guessed it - the Paul
Martin Centre this past Friday.
Already in town on a visit to the
high-tech wonder-corporation
Research In Motion, the Minister
came to Laurier during his obligato-
ry post-budget public relations cam-
paign to speak with students about
their feelings concerning the future
of the country.
Martin relayed to a packed house
of both students and dignitaries his
thoughts on this latest budget with
optimism.
"This is not only a discussion of
the budget, but of where we are
headed as a country," said the
Minister. "Our success depends on
our ability to keep skilled individuals
working in Canada, as well as
attracting them from elsewhere."
Martin spoke for 15 minutes,
then opened the up the floor for a
brief question and answer session
with the audience.
Several students expressed their
concern with the budget's $4.3 mil-
lion increase in spending, as well as
the all-too-familiar problem of
tuition hikes.
'This is the largest tax-cutting
budget in several years," said
I Mailin. "At the end of the year we
! had surplus money and we decided
: to put it into education and other
i social programs."
"We've provided several $3,000
1 tax-free grants for students, as well
as the Millennium Scholarships of
which 100,000 are granted each
year."
WLU President, Dr. Bob Rosehart
even got into the action, questioning
the Finance Minister on the issue of
post-secondary funding by provincial
governments. Martin answered with
predictable vagueness, saying his
government is prepared to "use as
much persuasion as we can," to con-
vince the provinces to invest more
money in public universities.
The Ontario university system is
still waiting for Mike Harris and his
provincial government to take some
sort of a stand in this regard.
Asked about the Ontario
Government's apparent distaste
Martin
answered
Dr. Rose hart
with
predictable
vagueness.
towards the arts and humanities, the
Minister reiterated his governments
policy of funding both arts programs
as well as science and business-
based ones.
"In the modern economy, skills
learned in the arts... abstract think-
ing and articulation... are goingto be
vital," he said. "We are not simply
economic animals, but ifwe begin to
think that way then that's all we'll
be."
Student organizers of the event
were obviously thrilled by the
Minister's presence.
"It's truly an honour to have him
here today," said Joe Horneck,
President of the WLU Young Liberals
in his introductory speech. "Paul
Martin one of the best-known faces
in Canadian politics."
Martin was presented with
thank-you gifts from both Horneck
and Shaun Saldanha, President of
the University of Waterloo Young
Liberals.
As the session concluded, Martin
left his audience with a final thought
concerning the direction of the coun-
try.
"There is no other nation in the
world, besides perhaps the United
States, that is in a better position
than we are as we enter the new mil-
lennium.
"However, we have to be able to
take advantage of that position and
to do that we have to understand the
wealth of a nation lies in the knowl-
edge of its people."
ELIZABETH
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Western steals
series from Hawks
Woodie Brown
The Golden Hawks men's hockey
team defeated Windsor in the OUA
Far West last week and was hoping
to continue their winning ways
against the regular season division
champion Western Mustangs in the
Far West finals. Unfortunately,
Laurier lost the first game 1-0 in a
very closely fought game.
It was an evenly matched contest
that proved the Hawks could keep
up with their rival Mustangs. It was
a confidence building loss, and the
I lawks started the second game with
a high level of intensity.
Larry Paleczney scored six min-
utes into the game to give the Hawks
an early lead. However, it did not last
long. Western scored the tying goal
thirty seconds later and the go-
ahead goal three minutes later.
While short-handed, Laurier's Jeff
Ambrosio intercepted a Western
pass and scored to tie the game at
two.
The score remained knotted for
the rest of regulation time, although
Western tried their best to blow the
game wide open. The Golden Hawks
played a close game until the third
period when they were outshot 19-5.
Luckily for the Hawks, Frank
Ivankovic played another spectacu-
lar game. He saved 41 shots in regu-
lation and another eight in overtime.
He kept his team in the game and
gave them the chance to win.
Unfortunately, Ivankovic could not
stop every shot. At 14:36 ofovertime,
Westerns Cory Hare tipped a point
shot past Ivankovic, who was fooled
by the deflection. Western won the
game and the championship and
moved on to the QUA Final Four.
Laurier played hard in both
games and was veiy disappointed in
the outcome. Although there were
instances where they did not play
smart hockey, the Golden Hawks
kept the games and the series close.
Coach Martindale felt that the series
was fairly even but that Western's
depth made the difference in the
end.
"There were four lines that could
score for Western, and we just didn't
have that depth." In the end it was a
fourth line left winger that scored the
winning goal.
To improve for next year, laurier
is going to need that depth.
Martindale noted that, "Western
had four lines and six defencemen
that could play. That is whatwe need
next year."
Martindale felt that the team's
depth cost them this year, and he felt
that the team underachieved this
season. "We were better than an 11-
10-5 team. We weren't as deep as
we thought."
Depth certainly cost the team this
year, and the Hawks will have to
improve their recruiting in the off-
season if they hope to compete with
teams like Western next year.
Their lack of depth was especial-
ly apparent on defence. As a result,
Martin Kearns and Eric Ballantyne
were forced to log a lot of ice time.
In like a lamb
!CHRISTINE
CHERRY
With the sunshine, here comes the rain of students. Classes are being dragged outside and so are
pasty-faced students bled white by the strains of winter. As spring arrives, so too does the mad
desire of fresh-faced, idealistic kids to get in some summer loviir practice.
Pictured above, a political science group takes advantage of a chance to bask in the sunshine
and using the early warmth to get tlvose political mind juices pumping.
Continued • see Western page 16
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Applications are the Cord Office on the
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All positions close March 17that 4:30p.m.
Prop completed applications in
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News
Bites
One owner
wanted
After the folding of the Ottawa
Rough Riders in 19%, the Canadian
Football league (CFL) is looking for a
new owner ofan Ottawa franchise.
League president Jeff Giles, said
there are already at least two
unidentified Americans interested in
reviving professional football in the
nation's capital but ho would prefer
a Canadian owner for the team.
The startup costs which include a
franchise fee and three years of
operating expenses is predicted to
(all between $7-310 million.
There are currently eight teams
in the CM. and the league Is hoping
to expand to Quebec Ci ty and possi-
blyHalifax over the next three years.
Second
slip-up
Montreal animator, Cinar Corp.,
admitted yesterday that S I million
US had been invested without the
approval of its board of directors,
Themooey is currently locked up
in corporate bonds and the company
can only get their hands on $35 {pil-
lion ofit at the pn«ent time.
The company aba allegedly
claimed federal tox credits by saying
Canadians were the au Ihors of
scripts written by Americans.
In 1998-99, Cinar received
$1,875 million from Telefilm and
another $778,240 in .1999-2000.
Third-time
unlucky
The BCMP is launching a third inves-
tigation into tlx-* funding of jobs in
Prime Minister Jean Chretien's
Quebec riding.
The awarding of' a $165,000 job
grant te a company based in
Montreal came under investigation
when the company relocated to
Chretien's constituency in $t~
Maurice.
The Bloc Quebeeois brought the
issue to the 1 louse of Commons, ask-
ing for a public Inquiry into ail grants
awarded to the St-Maurk-e area.
Fourth-
place finish
BriUsh Columbia's PMC-Sierra Inc.
has taken its place as Canada's
fourth largest company.
The company, which designs and
"manufactures semiconductors or
computer chips for some of the;
world's largest tecltnology giants,
currently boasts a market value of
$47 ballon.
PMCs shares have rise 200 per
cent alone in 2000 and a $1,000
made in PMC last year
would now be worth $158,000. PMC
flsts its shareson the Nasdaq instead
a Canadian listing.
News
Hargrove to speak
Kristina Spence
The Laurier Human Resources
Association (LHRA) is presenting
Buzz Hargrove on Thursday, March
16 at 5:30 p.m. in room P1025/27 in
the Frank C. Peters building. The
event is free of admission and open
to the public.
Hargrove, President of the
National Automobile, Aerospace,
Transportation and General
Workers Union of Canada (CAW-
Canada), is the country's largest pri-
vate-sector union and a Vice-
President of the Canadian Labour
Congress (CLCJ.
Hargrove will outline "The State
of Unionism in Canada" and hopes
students will challenge him to
answer tough questions about the
economic, social and political roles of
unions.
Jim Finnigan, Vice-President
Activities of LHRA, organized
Hargrove's upcoming visit to Laurier.
Finnigan e-mailed the union leader
and one of Hargrove's assistants
called Finnigan to arrange the
details.
"The reason I contacted him was
that I was trying to get a well-round-
ed group of professionals to come to
Laurier," Finnigan said.
Finnigan encourages students
from all faculties, especially those in
Political Science and History, to come
hoar Hargrove speak about the his-
tory of the labour movement in
Canada and how and why the CAW
separated from its international affil-
iate.
"Canada remains one of the most
highly unionized nations in the
world. An understanding of the goals
and interests of unions will complete
the educational experience provided
by a business school such as
Laurier," Finnigan said.
Hargrove has been the National
President since his acclamation in
1992. Hargrove began his career as
an assembly-line worker at Chrysler
in Windsor, Ontario.
After holding several elected local
positions, Hargrove joined the
union's staff in 1975.
With his extensive bargaining
experience and dedication to the
economic, social and political issues
affecting workers and their families,
Hargrove is determined to continue
making progress for all workers.
In 1998, Hargrove authored a
book with Wayne Skene entitled
"labour of Love: The Fight to Create
a More Humane Canada" and
received an Honourary Doctorate of
Law from Brock University.
Over the course of the year, the
LHRA has presented speakers from
KPMG, the HRPO, Chrysler and a
labour lawyer from Waterloo and
recendy sent resumes of its mem-
bers to human resources firms on
behalf of those students in pursuit of
employment.
The LHRA is a student-operated
association providing Laurier stu-
dent members with information on
the human resources profession and
contact with professionals in all
areas of the field.
FILE
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STEPping up
Kristina Spence
Ifproteins and amino acids aren't enough to spark
the interest ofScience students, at least the oppor-
tunity to learn more about the new Dean of
Science seemed to help.
Curiosity was satisfied as a crowd of about 50
students and professors attended a Science and
Technology Endowment Program (STEP) lecture
presented by Dr. Arthur Szabo in room NlOO2 on
March 6 at 8:00 p.m.
Szabo's lecture, "Proteins Proteins in
Picoseconds," outlined some of the research Szabo
has conducted throughout his career.
Moving from the basics of physics to the com-
plexities of the use of tryptophan in experiments
based on tracking protein fluorescence, Szabo out-
lined the past and present work of his research
team.
Szabo discussed how tryptophan —a crys-
talline amino acid necessary in the nutrition of
humans and animals — is used in site-directed
mutagenesis to study the structure and parts of
proteins.
After acquiring surprising results from early
experiments in the mid-19705, Szabo concentrat-
ed his efforts on the subject of proteins.
Through the experiments with tryptophan,
Szabo and his research group have been able to
show how the structures ofproteins change when
subjected to different processes.
The general conclusion ofthe evening was that
such studies help provide important information
about the ability of the transfer RNA to recognize
particular enzymes which cause uniform structur-
al changes throughout the protein.
The next step in the research will be to replace
one of several sites within the DNA in order to
study protein reactions and structures based on
minor adjustments.
Dr. Szabo began his term as Dean of Science on
February 1, operating out of the former print
room at the west end of the Science Building.
Szabo said the people at Laurier are very coop-
erative and have been helpful with informing him
about such procedures as department budgeting
and transferring responsibilities.
Szabo has been spending most of his time
"reading and listening" and getting to know
department chairs and their specific concerns.
He has been learning about a variety of issues,
including how to make the sciences more recog-
nized within the Laurier community.
Szabo will soon be appointing an Associate
Dean from within the current Science faculty who
will deal with student issues and other concerns.
It is hoped ihat a full complement of adminis-
trative Science department positions will be filled
by the end of March.
Travelling back to Windsor for the weekends,
Szabo keeps in contact with his two graduate stu-
dents and a post-doctorate student on the week-
ends.
The three will relocate to Waterloo to continue
their work with Szabo and another student from
Ottawa will arrive to assist in the research over the
summer.
KRISHNA
SPENCE
2000-01EIC hired
'Ok? first Cord Rditor-in-Ohief of the new millenni-
um has been chosen,
Asad Kiyani was selected by a committee of
Student Publications volunteers on Friday, March 3
to serve as the EIC of the Cord.
Kiyani. a third-year Honours Political Science
student, has served the Cord tliroughout his aca-
demic career. Me wrote for news and opinion sec-
tions and then took over the Opinion section editor
role for the '1999-2000 school year.
With continued growth at 1-aurier,Kiyani hopes
to keep the needs ofstudents in mind.
"fd like to expand some ofouroperations - partic-
ularly the Cord Guide * and try and cater a bitmore
directly to students,"hesaid.
Kiyani has been involved with the Students'
Union as he has volunteered his time as a Foot
Patroiler and as an off-campus don.
Kiyani hopes for a student focus on all levels of
the Cord's reporting and development.
"We want to focus on particular students and
their stones whenever possible. Everything we
write, we want to be able to relate directly to stu-
dents. whether it's an analysis of die provincial
budget, a comparison of condom brands or an
examination ofstudent poverty," Kiyan i said.
With his dedication to factual and entertaining
reporting, Kiyani's work as EIC is predicted to
bring continued success to Student Publications.
CHWSBNE
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New board plans ahead
Kristina Spence
The new Students' Union Board of
Directors met Tuesday, March 7,
some two or so hours following the
current Board's early evening meet-
ing.
The majority of the meeting was
spent discussing -
the increases being
made to salaries of
the President and
Vice Presidents.
The discussions
followed closely on
the heels of the
decisions made by
this year's Board to
increase salaries
based on commit-
tee recommenda- -
tions.
President-elect, Jeffrey Kroeker,
said the Board chose to increase
salaries further in order to make
Vice President (VP) rates more com-
petitive with co-op rates.
Kroeker and VP:University
Affairs, Charmaine Cunningham.
Board
members
called for
group
assistance.
both abstained from the vote on
increasing salaries.
After approving a further
increase, the new Board discussed
the possibility of compensating the
VPs retroactively
The Board decided to reimburse
the current VPs for their time, using
the budget funds
for the upcoming
year.
Some other top-
ics of discussion
included the
approval of the
hiring committee
for the new VPs
and the upcoming
by-election to fill
the remaining five
positions.
The date for the by-election was
settled as beingFriday, March 31 but
could be subject to change based on
the threat of not meeting quorum.
Members of the board asked for
help from other members with tak-
ing on projects such as publicizing
and running the bv-election.
Current board makes time count
Kristina Spence
The March 1 meeting of the
Students' Union Board of Directors
posted a strategic placementofan in-
camera session at the beginningof its
structure.
After the hour-long in-camera
session, the meeting resumed with
thereport from the President,
President Devin Grady briefly
spoke about the approval of the
Concourse redevelopment, the
Union's 25th anniversary celebra-
tions and some vandalism that
occurred to the awning of the Pita
Shack.
In the report from John Hilson,
VP:Sluderit Services, Hilson
announced a contest being run by
Foot Patrol and Mcioche Monnex. In
order to qualify, for the contest, stu-
dents must take a walk with Foot
Patrol before April 7.
Chair of the Committe on
Communications, Kaliy Lomonaco,
reported oil the first focus group con-
ducted by the committee and recom-
mended members ofthe Board try to
attend events such as Fashion 'n
Motion and"The Nature of Reality."
Chair of Finance and Building,
Dave Brydges, then made a notice of
motion to increase the current wages
of the Union President and full-time
staff.
Aftersome confusing discussions,
the Board passed the increases in
wages so that the President would
earn $505, Executive Vice President
$490, VP:Finance & Administration
$475 and part-time VPs would earn
$11.50 per hour.
The Board did not pass the
motion to compensate current VPs
retroactively -it was defeated six to
three.
Moving on to the by-election,
Brydges motioned the approval of
$2,110 towards the election budget
which was approved. - -/;: p
Chair of the Constitutional and
Operations Development committee,
Eric Davis, then told the Boarc|Mf
the Governance manual is completed
and located on the Union network
for member perusal.
Davis presented some friendly
amrnendments to the latest hiring
policies even, though he onlyreceived
the amrnendments that day and the
Board had been given over two
weeks to took the policies over.
Anik Merchea then brought forth
a motion to accept the budget for the
25th anniversary celebrations on
March 28 and 31.
'ITie funds will cover construction
costs for time capsule embedding in
the 24 Hour Lounge and some light
refreshments.
After some discussion about sub-
mitting handouts for approval. the
Wish list was briefly discussed and
the meeting came to a dose.
Investing in the future of publications
Jim Donnelly
The illustrious WLUSP BOD held yet
another general meeting March 3,
amid much fanfare and media hyste-
ria.
Following ratification, Luxmen
Aloysius announced that Keystone
production has finally concluded - the
book is now in the hands of the print-
ing company, and should arrive by
the last week of classes. At least 450
books have been sold thus far, with a
sales blitz scheduled for later this
month.
WLUSP BOD Chair Sue
Portelance made it known that she
will be away for two meetings in
March. BOD member Jill Osborne
volunteered to take her place for the
meetings.
WLUSP President James Muir
discussed the hiring process of the
Cord's Editor-in-Chief for next year.
Due to the rather small amount of
applications received, Muir asked the
Board to consider extending the
deadline, which originally was March
4. Despite this, Asad Kiyani was on
Friday hired as Cord EIC for next
year.
Anthony Del Col, WLUSP VP:
Finance, announced that $50,000
has been invested in a three-year
rate-rising GIC at the Bank of
Montreal.
The interest rate for the first year
is 5 per cent, the second year 5.75
per cent, and the third year 6.5 per
cent. Next year's VP:Finance, Dharm
Makwana, will have the option of
pulling out of the investment on the
fifteenth of every month until its one
year anniversary. Following this, the
investment can only be aborted on
the second and third-year anniver-
sanes.
Del Col stated that he will famil-
iarize next year's VP with the invest-
ment situation. If a better rate can be
obtained with a different investment,
he will be encouraged to switch.
Some discussion was made by
BOD member Krista Neher concern-
ing this year's YVLUSP Volunteer
Appreciation Dinner. Three possible
locations were mentioned: the WLU
Grad Pub, the Huether Hotel, and
Weaver's Arms. Since last year's
event - which took place at Weaver's
- was judged to be excellent, it was
decided that the most desirable loca-
tion for the dinner would probably be
Weaver's Arms.
Sue Portelance and Anthony Del
Col were appointed as MC's of the
event.
A brief in camera session was
held at the conclusion ofthe meeting.
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(But your Bachelors degree isn't enough?)
As the finishing touch to a Bachelors education, Humber'sPostgraduate certificates and diplomas provide students with the
professionally related skills required for successful entry into the work
force. Humber College offers more accelerated, one-year programs
designed specifically for university graduates than any other institution in
the province. Find out about how Humber College can make you more
employable.
We'll be visiting your campus 500n...
Thursday, March 9, 2000
4:30 p.m.
Alvin Woods Building room 4-209
To order a Postgraduate calendar or to book a campus tour,
E-mail: liaison@admin.humberc.on.ca HlllTlbCr
or call (416) 675-6622 ext. 4746. jTX (D®QD@fJ(§
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Reeling with reality
Kristina Spence
The sold-out world premiere of "The
Nature of Reality" will be presented
on Thursday, March 9 at 8:00 p.m. in
the Theatre Auditorium.
Seating in the auditorium will be
available on a first-
come, first-served
basis and doors
open at 7:30 p.m.
Anthony Del Col,
producer of the
film, said it will be
the first time anyone has seen the
film from start to finish.
"It's the first time the cast and
crew will see the film and the major-
ity of them will be there on Thursday.
Not only do you get to see the film but
you get to experience it with the peo-
ple who put a great deal of time in it,"
he said.
Del Col said everyone who had
even the smallest part is a big part of
the film and everyone who got
involved is important to the produc-
tion. Over 100 volunteers from the
Laurier community assisted in the
creation of the film.
The soundtrack for the film fea-
Tickets are still available
for Friday and Saturday.
tures original musical score and
songs performed by students from
the Faculty of Music and local musi-
cians.
On Thursday night, Matt
Osborne will share his musical tal-
ents and on Friday evening Glenna
will perform.
Future showings of the film will
occur at the University of Waterloo
and Waterloo's Princess Cinema .
The Princess showing is tentatively
scheduled for Thursday, March 30 at
9:15 p.m.
Later in the year, the film will also
be submitted to national film festivals
such as Toronto, Montreal, Gnefest
and Niagara.
Del Col said he is
looking forward to
reaction from the
student communi-
ty and hopes
everyone will get
something out ofit.
"I hope students are inspired by it
and motivated by it. There are multi-
ple layers to this project and we hope
people will see that in the film. There
were lots of barriers and walls put in
front of us during the creation of the
film and we hope people are inspired
by the story and the story behind the
story."
Handbag of crime
Theft Under $5,000
Wed 01 Mar 00
An Athletic Complex patron reported
the theft of a number ofarticles from
his locker.
Cause Disturbance
Fri 03 Mar 00
Officers responded to a report of a
fight in progress in lot 19. On arrival
officers found those involved had
departed.
Mischief
Fri 03 Mar 00
Person(s) unknown broke off the exit
gate arm at lot 20.
Theft Under $5,000
Fri 03 Mar 00
A WLU student reported the theft of
his jacket from the Turret.
Mischief
Sun 05 Mar 00
Person(s) unknown emptied a fire
extinguisher onto the exterior wall of
Leupold Residence.
Mischief
Sun 05 Mar 00
Person(s) unknown threw a stereo
unit belinging to a resident of
Boukaert Hall out the window. No
suspects at this time.
During this time period, one provin-
cial offence notice was issued for a
Liquor Act violation.
Focus on food
On I\itif>day, March 14 at 5:30 p.m.
the CommunicationCommittee will
be holding a focus groupmeeting to
discuss Food Services on campus,
'ilie discussion will commence in the
Students' Union Board room on the
third floor of the Fred Nichols
Building and is open for all Laurier
students to attend.
The purpose ofthis meeting is to
create an open and Informal discus-
sion of Laurier's Food Services,
which includes Wilfs, the Pita
Shack, theFood Courtand cafeteria.
The committee will be looking for
suggestions and comments concern-
ing the level of quality and service
these outlets provide. Any feedback
on issues such as the One Card and
other services would be appreriat-
ed. Ideas on what needs to be
changed andwhat products or serv-
ices need to be added are welcome.
The group will also answer ques-
tions about the Students' Union
itself.
The last focus group meeting
was held February 29. It is hoped
this next discussion will spur similar
interest and attendance by students,
Information will be added to and dif-
ferentiate from the last discussion of
Food Services held by First Year
Council. All those interested in
attending should R.S.V.P. by Monday
and pick up an informationpackage
with details ofthe meeting. Please e-
muil BOrxtwlu.ca or phone Joe
Overdevest or Dan Clark at exten-
sion 3335.
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REDUCTION
In the Cord News section of March 2, Kristina Spence wrote in the Board report that
"JeffBrydges...opposed the by-election and student club acceptance votes..."
In fact, the name of the member ofthe Board is Dave Brydges, not Jeff, and Mr.
Brydges did not vote against either motion, he abstained from the vote on new stu-
dent clubs. Cord News hopes Mr. Brydges and other members of the Board will
accept an apology for this mistake and other similar mistakes in names, especially
Jason Quehl, whose name was often misspelled as Quahl.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Graduation Portraits
by award winning photographers
Tor aCCgraduates, Tor aCC budgets
order in units starting at $22.00
or take advantage ofour speciafpackage offers
(sitting fee not incfucfed)
no minimum order required
Call 745-8637 and arrange to have you
Graduation Portrait taken
at 78 Francis Street N.
at the corner of Water and Weber Street
POST-GRADUATE PROGRAMS...
for the competitive edge!
Apply now for Fall 2000 full-time programs in biomedical electronics,
broadcast journalism/television, business administration, communications,
educational assistant, fund development, organizational learning, paralegal,
photography, recording industry (digital), and web analyst.
(Financial assistance may be available.)
Finish your education at Fanshawe...
_ _
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A Wilfrid Laurier University Student
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Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5
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Fax: (519) 883-0873
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Sometimes stripping
mannequins can be fun.
Gap girl [ivearing brightyellow cotton tee].
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Opinion
Cutting criticism
In retrospect I realize I should have more
swiftly perceived the agenda of the admin-
istration in bringing the Toronto Star to our
campus. Though the administration tends
to talk only of the 'prestige' involved in the
presence of a national newspaper on cam-
pus, it's been obvious from the start of the
debate that for a corporation like our uni-
versity to offer a distinction - the right to
distribute on campus - capable ofgenerat-
ing such substantial profits to another cor-
poration, 'prestige' would hardly be a suffi-
cient return. No, much more is at the heart
of this deal
The Star unquestionably gains. As the
sole national newspaper in distribution on
campus (or campuses, as the case may be),
The Star acquires a significant competitive
advantage in that it will have the opportu-
nity to establish a strongreadership among
those high along the educated branch of
the social tree. At the same time, advertis-
ers can more appropriately target the tra-
ditionally wealthier sector of Canadian
society, fundamentally enhancing The
Star's competitive position against the
other national newspapers. For these rea-
sons, The Star will commit well over a
quarter of a million dollars to the initiation
of this project at our university alone.
University papers will indubitably suf-
fer. As far as the newspaper industry is
concerned, the very nature of competitive-
ness depends upon the relative depth and
range of a given distribution network.
University papers are limited by this indus-
trial dynamic since it's pointless to distrib-
ute a student newspaper where there are
no students. It follows that university news-
papers not only require exclusivity to main-
tain a competitive advantage, but the
potential depth and range of their distribu-
tion networks is restricted to the area, pri-
marily campuses, in which students are
found. Thus university papers don't have
the option of extending their distribution
networks, and so they cling to the right of
exclusivity as the very source of their sur-
vival. University papers have been united in
their stance against the Star primarily on
the basis that it heavily infringes upon their
exclusivity.
But what of administrations? As
already mentioned, it seems the 'prestige'
factor is hardly enough to grant such a
potentially profitable privilege to the Star,
and without any lump-sum payments in
The Star has
the ability to
do away with
the most
significant
critical voice
facing the
university.
sight, there is obviously some other benefit
to be gained by the administration. What is
the gain that I'm driving at? Well, first let us
review the effect the Star will have on the
operation of student newspapers.
With the distribution of the Star secured
on campuses across the country, the Star
could divert advertising revenues away
from student newspapers on two levels. At
the national level, The Star would then
offer advertisers the distinct opportunity to
reach students nationwide with a single
publication, as opposed to vis-a-vis a col-
lective of student newspapers. This would
be a more cost-effective, and therefore
attractive, method for advertisers. At the
local level, the Star would presumably
commit to split-runs in the interim, which
would make it a viable alternative for
regional advertisers. This means the Star
would be able to absorb advertising rev-
enues at both ends, ultimately leading to
the deterioration and demise of student
newspapers.
"But wait!" you're thinking, "Doesn't
the university need a student paper?" Well,
the university does. Without one, students
would have no coverage of institutional
issues that dramatically affect their aca-
demic pursuits. No specific coverage of
university sporting or entertainmentevents
-just general regional coverage - and def-
initely no opinion on or critique of, univer-
sity affairs. This brings me closer to my
point.
With the rapid rate of growth at this
university the administration is certainly
worthy of a great deal of criticism which
comes, for the most part, from the student
newspaper. If the Star has the potential to
eliminate student newspapers, then it also
has the ability to doaway with the most sig-
nificant critical voice facing the corporate-
minded administration and its profit-based
agenda for growth.
The Star on university campuses repre-
sents a deal that promotes the interests of
two corporations: the Star itself; but also
the university as an entity based on corpo-
rate values. Students must understand that
their right to criticize, though essential, has
very few channels. If they value such a
right and the media by which they can
express it, they should also consider the
cost of the Star on this campus.
Chris Pearce
International Editor
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not reflect those ofThe Cord Staff, the
. editorial board, or WLUSP.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Intent
B hi d
'Charity'
Dear Editor,
Since the 'Charity Ball' is once again upon
us, it seems appropriate to discuss our
ever-changing meaning of the term 'chari-
ty'. After attending last year's gala, it
never really occurred to me that I had
performed an act of charity. I got dressed
up, consumed a few recreational bever-
ages, and overall h;id an enjoyable time.
But in doing so, I wonder, had I actually
contributed to the betterment ofmy fellow
man? 1 don'tknow. I also still don't know
exactly what specific charity I was sup-
porting while purchasing Heineken after
1 leineken.
What I am trying to say is that charity
has too often become an act void of benev-
olence and purpose—merely a luxury for
those who can afford it. We believe that a
monetary contribution to a charitable
organization nullifies us from acting in
other ways in addressing certain problems
that exist in society - homelessness,
poverty, etc, I am not insinuating we
should not donate money to charities;
after all, we can often do little more than
fond research for say, cancer research,
because we cire not all scientists. What I
am saying is perhaps our reasons for
donating to charity have become far less
altruistic, and thus may need to be re-
examined.
For example, 'Shine-O-Rama' is a well
known O-Week fundraising event that
every year raises tens of thousands for
Cystic Fibrosis. However, the problem
with 'Shine-O-Rama is, instead of it being
an independent fundraising event, it is
part of the 0-Week competition between
frosh teams. As a result, raising money
becomes part of the game whereby it
becomes less clear between the meanings
of: "We want to raise money and aware-
ness for Cystic Fibrosis", and, "We want to
raise the most money for the Gold Team".
Are we comfortable with the fact that we
have to raise money for a good cause as
part of a contest?
Essentially, it is all a question ofpur-
pose and incentive. 1 no longer suppose
that giving to charity while getting drunk
is killing two birds with one stone. We
should not need any incentive to support
worthy causes beyond our want to help
others who may be less fortunate than
ourselves. Also, we should realize that
money may not be the only means of
helping others.
While working up in Ottawa this past
summer 1 actually stopped and talked
with a homeless person (admittedly, not
something I do very often). This person
had no legs and was in a wheelchair and
he was still quite young—probably not
much older than myself. He said to me,
"Some days 1 would trade all Hie change
people give me for a few words of encour-
agement".
We should keep that in mind.
Robert Garke
A Call to
rms!
Dear Editor,
WLU has far too many annoying things
that must be changed! In an effort to
encourage this change, I feel it is my duty
to point out some of these annoyances in
hopes to My eradicate them some day.
So if you encounter any of these people,
refer them to this letter and let them know
the error of their wicked ways.
The guilty parties:
People who stand on the escalator in
the DAYVB and then suddenly decide to
start walking with four steps left.
Continued on next page
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people who go to the 24-hour lounge
to study and expect anyone watching
TV to turn it down for them. There,
are many places on campus to study-
use them.
People who feel the need to shut
computers down alter using them
instead of logging out. No one likes
waiting for a computer to load, so
stop shutting them down!
People who must stand in door-
ways to talk to friends. If you can't
understand why this is annoying,
you're probably just about to shut
down a computer...
People who ask me ifit's bright in
the room when I'm wearing sun-
glasses. That line just isn't funny
after the 500th time I've heard it. so
please don't think your sense of
humour is original.
People with cars who are con-
vinced that everyone outside of their
car wants to hear what Is being
played inside the car. Turn your
damn stereos down, especially if it's
something that's gonna be played at
Wills on Wednesday night.
People who think the AC is the
Turret and must dance around when
a song they like is played.
The moron that writes all those
stupid fake classified ads in the back
ofThe Cord. Man, are those ever
dumb!!
ladies and Gentlemen, now that you
know the enemy, be ready to deal
with them! And ifyou're one of
these people, consider changing your
ways for the betterment of life at
Laurier. Thank you and goodnight.
Maneesh Sehdev
Improving
Facilities
RightHere,
RightNow
Dear Editor,
I agree wiili David McMurray, Vice-
President: Student Services, in his
comment as quoted in your last Issue
March 2, 2000, p. 13). We need to
expand and improve existing facili-
ties to keep up with present needs,
let alone meet future expected
enrollments.
Of all the had pressed areas on
the main campus, the Student
Services Building bears the heaviest
traffic and is the most vital to the
well-beingof our students, faculty
and staff. We are constantly aware of
the press for instructional and office
space. However, in my view, a thor-
ough redesign, upgrade and retrofit
of the Student Services Building is
long called for and should be priority.
I would recommend agains a shift of
that essential unit to another part of
the campus, *
Yours truly,
Barry Gough
Associate Dean: Student Aflairs
Faculty of Ails
Lend Me Your Ear
Religion's
Role inthe
World
W.A. Ferris
As someone who loves politics, I
have been watchingwithkeen inter-
est the race for the Presidential
nomination of the Republican Party
in the United States between George
W. Bush and John McCain. In par-
ticular, I found it
fascinating to
read about
McCain's speech
against the reli-
gious right last
Monday.
He argued
that the leader-
ship of the reli-
gious right, in
particular Pat
Robertson and
Jerry Falwell,
have too much influence in the
Republican Party, and that these
individuals have used their moral
beliefs in order to gain political influ-
ence for themselves. In this regard,
1 cannot applaud McCain's courage
more.
Every individual has the absolute
right to adhere to any religion they
wish to. A person's choice ofreligion
is a private affair, and is up to that
person alone. No individual has the
right to impose his or her religious
beliefs on any other person. This is
why 1 agree with McCain's com-
ments.
I absolutely believe that church
and state must be completely sepa-
TP"* 1 * 4Religion
should not
p1 a y an y
role in
society as a
whole.
rated. Religion never has any role to
play in politics. Issues such as abor-
tion and gay rights have often been
discussed in religious terms, and no
matter what one believes about
these issues otherwise, religious val-
ues and norms should not be
brought into the debate.
Bringing religion into the discus-
sion imposes one persons religion
on others, and is nothing more than
the arrogant and mistaken assump-
tion that one religion is somehow
inherently better than another.
As well, religion should not play
any role in society
as a whole.
Religion should be
kept out of educa-
tion, with only one
publicly funded
education system
that is entirely
secular in nature.
Religion should be
kept out of our
legal system, so
that our laws do
not conform to the
whims of any particular religious
group. Religion belongs
in two places: in a private home, and
in a church, synagogue, mosque, or
other place of worship. It belongs
nowhere else.
It appears likely now that
McCain will fall short in his bid for
the Republican Presidential nomina-
tion. However, his comments
regarding the influence of the reli-
gious right are long overdue, and it
can only be hoped that they will
spark a reevaluation of the role of
religion in politics, and the recogni-
tion that religion must be complete-
ly and entirely separated from poli-
tics and society as a whole.
Fast Food
Romancing
theFairer
Stones
Timothy Mark Phillips
Spring is near. The temperature is
warming, the snow is melting, and
there is a certain scent in the air.
No, I'm not talking about the
wretched smell of decayed waste
and dog shit that inevitably follows a
long Canadian
winter. I'm talking
about a scent that
is much more
invigorating and
much less tangi-
ble. I'm talking
about a scent that
envelops the sens-
es like no other; a
scent that has
existed since the
beginning of time
- romance.
I admit it for
all to hear. I con-
sider myself a
"Modern Day
Romantic". What does that mean?
Well, it simply means that I am far
too cynical and self-conscious to
shed tears for anything as blatantly
corny and sentimental as the movie
"Titanic" or a Christina Aguilera
slow song.
However, at the same time, the
intricacies ofreal-life human sexual-
ity have the power to literally take
my breath away. The sparkle in the
eye, the blushed cheeks (facial), and
the genuine smile of a beautiful
woman all jolt my heart and clog my
throat.
This reaction seems natural and
real, however in today's "been there,
done that", apathetic society such
Women
don't want
men to be
interested
in all the
details
of the
relationship.
overt romantic inclinations are often
considered symptoms of a disease.
Those who exhibit these symptoms
are classified as "Flakes".
I blame women. Not all women,
mind you. Just 99.9999% of them.
Women say that they want sensitive,
romantic men, but nothing could be
furtherfrom the truth. Women don't
want hopeless romantics. They
crave stability, security, and most of
all, normalcy.
Sure, they love it when men go
through the cliched motions of buy-
ing flowers and heart-shaped boxes
of chocolates. But,
if you try to get
creative with
romance, they
will look for
another man.
They don't want
romance from a
man. That's their
department. They
feign anger when
their man forgets
the six-month
anniversary of the
first time they
kissed. But they
know, deep down,
if their man hon-
oured the occasion by purchasing
the new perfume advertised in the
latest edition of the most cutting
edge fashion magazine, that would
constitute suspicious, maybe even
freakish, behaviour.
They don't want men to be inter-
ested in all the details of the rela-
tionship. Men are supposed to be
ignorant to such issues. That's what
makes them men. I, the hopeless,
"Modern Day Romantic", therefore
may be considered less than a man.
I don't sweat it, though, because
I know, deep down, it takes a very
big man to have his head in the
clouds with his feet on the ground.
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j University Vision Centre j
■ 150 University Avenue West Mff
(Corner of University & Philip) '
Unit 3, Waterloo
Campus Court Plaza I
Next to Second Cup
I lei. (519)725-8999 I
»
Wm " SUNGLASSES
'
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I 1 ■ *■" - CONTACT LENSES I
Buy one at regular price and get 2nd pair free
Our 2 for 1 special includes:
■ - Bifocal glasses
- Single vision glasses
- Prescription sunglasses
- Computer Glasses
- Contact Lenses
Mix and match with any item
Valid for Students & Faculty
With Coupon - Plastic Lens prices are applicable with the purchase of _
a frame at Regular Prices. Not Valid with any other offer.
Expires March 25/2000
I —I
Applications for
SUMMER
RESIDENCE
are now available.
Please inquire at the
Housing Office.
(West entrance of Macdonald
Residence located outside
the Quad Area)
International
Another shocking shooting
Maneesh Sehdev
The disturbing trend in youth vio-
lence has claimed yet another victim.
In Flint, Michigan last Ttiesday, six-
year-old Kayla Rolland was shot and
killed by a seven-year-old boy in her
first grade class. Apparently, the two
were involved in an argument the
day before and the boy brought a .32
caliber handgun to school the next
day to settle the score. During class,
the boy pulled out the gun and shot
Kayla once in the neck. She was then
taken to a hospital but sadly there
was nothing that could be done to
save her.
While the death of an innocent
child, no matter what the cause, is
disturbing enough, it only aggravates
the situation to know such a young
child had access to a gun. President
Clinton expressed shock over the
had access to a gun
and was able to
take it to school.
Preventing a child
from firing a gun is
simply not good
incident, saying "How did that child
get that gun? Why could the child
fire the gun?... If we have the tech-
nology today to put in these child-
safety locks, why don't we do it?"
Apparently, the American
President believes child-safety locks
on guns would resolve the issue, for-
ever protecting youths from the dis-
turbing trend to which we have
become witnesses. What would hap-
pen if the boy in Flint had brought
the gun to school and pointed it at
Kayla but could not fire it? Does that
mean the issue is over? No. The fact
still remains a seven-year-old child
enough. Children must not have
access to guns at all.
An issue of concern with this
story is the wayit is being handled by
the media. It has been reported the
shooting took place at a school just
outside Flint, while the truth is, in
fact, the shooting took place at Buell
Elementary, within the Flint Beecher
school district.
This district is one in which 82
percent of children live below the
official poverty line. It seems obvious
that people surrounded by extreme
poverty and with easy access to guns
would lead to a situation such as this
one. Even the children in Flint have
The punishment is not
easy to determine.
no hope. The boy himself is a victim,
as investigators revealed the house
he was living in contained drugs and
frequently had people coming and
going. The boy's father is currently in
jail and has been in and out ofprison
for most of the young boy's life.
It's strange how this tragedy
occurred at a time of growing politi-
cal interest due to the upcoming
American Presidential election.
However, what happens once
November has come and gone? Will
there be any change or will things
remain the same? John McCain and
George W. Bush clearly state on then-
websites they have no plans to ban
guns or make any laws opposing the
constitutional right to bear arms-
right that was given to the American
people long
before kids were
killing other kids.
Last year in
Great Britain,
where handguns
are totally banned, a grand total of
12 people were killed by handguns.
Compare that with 16,000 handgun
deaths in America last year. Hunting
and most other "sport shooting"
activities are performed with rifles.
There is very little use for handguns
other than for the injury of people.
The punishment for this crime is
not easy to determine. The boy is too
young to be charged and police are
only interested in arresting the
adults responsible for his possession
of the gun.
A 19-year-old man has been
charged with involuntary
manslaughter because police say he
left the gun in a place where it was
easy for the boy to get. But what
about the boy? His father has
pledged that once he is released
from jail he will do what he can to
help his boy but he seems to be the
only one interested in helping.
Unfortunately, this situation has
turned into a hunt for whom to pun-
ish rather than the wake up call it
should be.
Flint is yet another town where
people only give a damn once some-
one young has been killed. In a few
more weeks, everyone will turn
away from there to the next big story
but what happens in the aftermath?
Nothing will have changed.
Who mourns for Kayla Rolland?
An innocent child who was not only
die victim of yet another senseless
shooting, but also a portrait of the
decay that has degenerated
American society. Do not expect
Kayla to be the last child killed for
the protection of a constitutional
right.
The social logistics of no logos
Sean Geobey & Maneesh Sehdev
The twenty nine year-old Naomi Klein
has already proven herself to be an
impressive figure in the anti-corporate
activist movement. Her widely read
works, including her most recent book
"No Logo", have brilliantly articulated
the views of many young people forced to
grapple with the present wave of corpo-
rate influence over glob-
al culture. Her lecture,
and the book it was pro-
moting, focused on a new
social movement based
on anti-corporate
activism.
While not the most
passionate speaker, her
ideas were nonetheless
engaging and thought-
provoking.
She offered her views
on how people have
reacted to the subtle shift
in power from governments to corpora-
tions. "We were starting to see a genera-
tion of activists who grew up taking for
granted the idea that corporations were
more powerful than governments...But
rather than getting paralyzed by that
idea, as so many traditional social move-
ments have been paralyzed by this shift
in power, they said 'ok, well, if that's
where the power is, that's where we're
going to go.'"
Klein adequately tied in recent events
with interpretations of her book. "When
you told me you had just written a book
about the rise of anti-corporate activism,
Th 0 ull im3 t 0
goal of
lifestyle
l 3 * *
to be that
lit est lye.
1 was pretending to know what the hell
you were talking about. But then I went
home, turned on my television set and
saw Seattle. Now I think I know." Klein
was referring to the reaction to the huge
protest against the World Trade
Organization in Seattle a few months
ago. "They did come together for a cause,
and that cause was the multinational
corporation."
Referring to recent trends in advertis-
ing and the impact of
corporations, Klein
commented: "tradition-
ally it was products that
were being branded...
now it is we who are
being branded."
Klein offered
explanations for the
way corporations and
their products are
increasingly becoming
a part of our culture
and how their survival
has become dependent on this trend. "If
you think of the brand as a balloon,
because there's not much at the centre,
then this process of absorbing cultural
space is how it staves off its own defla-
tion."
The rise in corporations as a part of
our culture leads to monopolies, accord-
ing to Klein. "What is good for branding
is terrible for consumer choice...
Microsoft, their branding as 'communi-
cation' led them to achieve the ultimate
brand cocoon monopoly." Klein believes
once this occurs, the corporation has
taken control of our very lives. "The ulti-
mate goal of lifestyle branding is to be
that lifestyle, a brand cocoon."
Klein moved on to cover corporations'
tendency to outsource hundreds of for-
eign firms that become forced to compete
with each other. "Competition among
these firms is so fierce that work condi-
tions, human rights, and even profit mar-
gins are minimal. This is not economic
development."
Relating this to sweatshops in devel-
oping countries, she added "The horrible
working conditions the young women in
the developing world were faced with
were tossed aside by officials as being
temporary jobs that these young people
would only have for a short period of
time." She went on to relate this to more
domestic affairs by adding that this is "a
lament suprisingly familiar to young
North Americans who work in malls,
movie theatres, or fast food outlets."
Perhaps it is not as different in other
countries as we once thought. She
enforced this theory by pointing out how
organizations like the Gap have unse-
cured non-union jobs for young women
who work as both their prime producers
and distributors.
Following Klein's lecture during the
question period, The Cord was criticized
by an audience member for carrying an
advertisement placed by a tobacco com-
pany.
LUKE
MARTYN
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Rigoberta Menchu
Marlon Moreno
1992 was a quintessential year for
the indigenous people of Guatemala.
Rigoberta Menchu was the first
indigenous woman to receive the
Nobel Peace Price. This award
acknowledges the struggles of
Indigenous people not just in
Guatemala but it extends borders
where indigenous people are trying
to recuperate and rescue their cul-
ture. It is a symbolic recognition of
the victims ofrepression, racism and
poverty, as well as a homage to
native women.
Unfortunately the story of
Rigoberta Menchu exemplifies the
life story of most landless Indians in
Guatemala. She was born into a poor
Indian peasant family and raised in
the Quiche branch of the Mayan cul-
ture. At the age ofnine, she started to
work in the plantation and as a
domestic employee was never able to
attend school.
She has lived in the midst of injus-
tices, misery and discrimination.
Various members of her family were
tortured and assassinated by the
repressive armed forces. Her mother
was abducted and raped repeatedly.
Two ofher brothers died on the plan-
tation as a result of poisoning from
pesticides and malnutrition. Another
brother was tortured and burned
alive while his family watched. In
1980, Vicente, Rigoberta's father,
became a leader in the peasant
movement and he was later killed in
a fire at the Spanish embassy while
protesting violations of Human Rights
abuses against natives.
In 1981, she became involved in
the fight for native rights and had to
leave in exile to Mexico where she
organized peasant resistance move-
ments and was a cofounder of the
United Representation of the
Guatemalan opposition. Despite her
circumstances, Rigoberta Menchu
educated herself and she has shown
herselfto be a natural leader of great
intelligence.
Even today, it is incredulous to see
the atrocities still go unpunished and
the world generally blind to the situ-
ation. The Mayas, of the region
around Guatemala, represent the
first advanced indigenous communi-
ty in the world. Today they are seen
more or less as a disgrace to
Guatemala. Nonetheless, Rigoberta
Menchu has become a voice for the
voiceless, and a national emblem of
the struggle for human rights among
indigenous peoples. Also through her
peaceful means, she has become a
national symbol of peace and recon-
ciliation.
WOULD WATCH
Just when it seemed tilings couldn't
get any worse for Southern Africa,
nature struck. A cyclone, that
passed over Madagascar and then
Mozambique, brought with it tor-
rential rainfall which has flooded
the region, killing several
hundred and dis-
placing a million
pe op 1 e .
Damage from
the flooding is
expected to
cost several hun-
dred million dollars.
_
The aid provided to this
A
recent disaster has been slow, gar-
nering a slew ofcriticism, especially
for Western nations. Despite the
delay in response, current rescue
efforts remain impressive, which
boast a fleet ofabout 30 aircraft as
well as numerous small craft. The
rescue effort consists of helicopters
from; Vica&sv pport
from i helicop-
ters. More, help is on the way.
Support from Germany, Spain and
the BU Is on the way as weJl as addi-
tional support from the
United States.
Yet despite
the concerted
effort of these
nations the
task at hand
remains daunt-
ing, with an estimat-
ed 10,000 people still waiting
J. A V
toberescued. In the last four weeks
350 people are known to have died
as a result of the flooding in not only
Mozambique but also South Africa,
Botswana and Zimbabwe. Thereal
death toll is however, estimated in
the thousands.
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Think about a career in Human Resources or Financial Planning.
George Brown College offers fast-track programs in Human Resources and Financial Planning starting in May 2000.
If you have a Bachelor of Arts or Communications To find out more, consider attending an Information
degree, with credits in Social Sciences, English, Micro/ Session on March 22 or March 29. Location: St. James
Macroeconomics, Mathematics, and Computer Literacy, you Campus, 200 King St. East, Toronto, ON. (Check for room
qualify for an intensive diploma program (2 years in 1) - location in the main lobby.)
start in May and graduate in April, 2001. ('lf you have only
earned two years towards your degree, you may still qualify
for advanced standing.)
Human Resources-Gain practical skills in human resources For further information about Human Resources, contactadministration. You will also be ready to write provincial Suzanne Kavanaghat(4l6) 415-2276; for Financial Planning,
' fruol? V ° Ur 6d Human Resources Professi °nal contact Leo Suokas at (416) 415-2010. Visit our website at(CHRP) designation. www.gbrownc.on.ca
Financial Planning-The Canadian Securities Course is part
of the curriculum; in fact, this program covers the courses
needed for students to write the Financial Planners Standards
Council of Canada (FPSCC) examination, which leads to the
Certified Financial Planner™ (CFP™) designation. Graduates
work in the growing financial services sector, many move 112FDRTF RRfIWMon to careers as investment advisors. UCU l\u L DrxUVvIN
Applications for
RESIDENCE
ACCOMMODATION
2000-2001
Now available in the Housing Office
A Limited number of spaces are available for
Senior and Graduate students in Bricker Residence.
Closing Deadline:Friday, March 24, 2000
at 4:30 p.m.
Work in the Global Village.
International
Project Management
is a new 12-month post-graduate
certificate program at Humber College
Now you can study for employment in the growing field of international
Development. Learn applied skills for writing international project
proposals, cross-cultural communications, managing resources for overseas
internationaldevelopment, and more. The program includes an 8-week field
placement or applied research project which may be HlllTlbCr
completed overseas or in North America. Call (416) ifX
675-6622, ext 4705, or fax (416) 675-2188. V
Fly for FREE
to Lfmrlrmj
"TRAVELCUIS
www. travelcuts. com|
FLY for FREE to LONDON! 3k
„
iiiii?
with Contiki Holiday's irrri
25-day tour of 11 countries, I
'School's Out' departure.
Find ou£ the deal, iilMf 1 --AIJdrop&y Travel CUTS today! 112I 1
Student Union Building,
886-8228
One lour available — departing May 12. returning June 5
Departures fromSt John's, Halifax.Ottawa, Montreal or Toronto; ■' fc-^1for departures from other cities, add-ons will apply. Must have a ■ 1
valid ISIC. Full details available at Travel CUTS. I
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©Registered Trade Mark of General Motors Corporation, TD Bank licensed user ot Mark. *TD Bank and GM, licensed users of Marks. " Trade-Mark of TD Bank. **AII applicants applying in person for The GM Card at on-Gampus booths will receive a copy
of the Pure dance 4 CD at no charge. Applicants applying via the Internet will receive a copy of the Pure dance 4 CD upon approval, at no charge.Limit one copy per applicant. tApplies to full-time students only. ttSubject to The GM Card Program Rules.
.Place completed application forms in WIUSP President James Muir's
mailbox in the Cord office on the 3rd floor of the Fred Nichols Campus Centre,
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Feature
International
Women's
DayStriking aroundthe world:Women take a stand
Julia Coey
March 8 marks the Global Women's Strike, but more importantly it rep-
resents a call for a millennium that values all women's work and women's
lives. Women all over the globe are pausing to demand the work they do every
day be considered just that - work.
The National Women's Council of Ireland proposed the Global Women's
Strike, which was launched by the United Nations Commission on the Status
of Women earlier this year. The Global Women's Strike questions the need for
any human suffering, regardless of gender or race.
Events are planned in countries on every continent, from the United States
to Ghana. Women are holding demonstrations, conducting workshops, per-
forming theatre and having parties. The resounding theme running through
all of these events and voiced, on the Global Women's Strike Web site is when
women stop, everything stops.
With so many countries participating in the international strike the meth-
ods ofprotest vary widely, but the demands are similar. Women are demand-
ing things such as equal pay for equal work on a global scale, the recognition
oflabour within the home, and compensation as well as paid maternity leave.
Although the strike focuses on the important economical and social con-
tributions women make, participants also recognize the need for a dramatic
shift in the political agenda worldwide. Money given to the military globally
far exceeds government spending in other areas, like heath care. According
its own government estimates, the United States alone spent $2-trillion on
defense between 1982 and 1989. At the same time government programs
have been cut, wages frozen and people all over the world do not have access
to safe water.
The Global Women's strike aptly falls on International Women's Day.
International Women's Day has a rich history dating back to March 8,1857.
It was on this day when garmentworkers in New York City protested against
poor wages and working conditions.
Some 50 years later on March 8,1908,15,000 women protested in New
York City demanding everything from shorter hours to an end to child labour.
It was in May of that year that the first National Women's Day was designat-
ed for the final Sunday in February.
In 1910, it was suggested an International Women's Day be observed dur-
ing a Socialist International Conference in 1910. The very first International
Women's Day was held March 19, 1911. Tragically, a few days later the
Triangle Fire occurred in New York City, killing 140 young female garment
workers. This incident had a great impact on labour legislation concerning
safety in the workplace as the Triangle Shirtwaist Company's negligence was
blamed for the tragedy.
International Women's Day observers used the day to remember the hor-
rendous working conditions proceeding the fire. In Russia and Europe during
this period, women were marking International Women's Day by supporting
the peace movement. On February 23,1917, Russian women went on strike
for economic security and peace. Four days later, with the abdication of the
Czar, women were given the right to vote by the new government.
Russia went by the Julian calendar, meaning February 23 translated to
March 8 on the Gregorian calendar. Since that time International Women's
Day has marked women's achievements while reminding us that we still have
much to do to ensure equality for women everywhere. The United Nations
Division for the Advancement of Women states that on average women are
paid up to 40 per cent less for the same work as men and a leading cause of
disability and death among women is rape and domestic abuse.
International Women's Day is a day when people everywhere should be
remembering the struggles of the past, and looking towards a brighter future,
but it should also be a celebration of women's achievements.
Afghanistan
The Taliban and oppression
Christine Cherry
Globally, all women face some form
of gender discrimination, but the
case can be made that none suffer as
much as the women ofAfghanistan.
Since the Taliban militia took over
the capital city of Kabul in
September, 1996, women have been
stripped of almost all of their rights.
Virtual prisoners in their homes,
these women are among the most
oppressed ofany group in the world.
Since the Taliban seizure of
power only a very small percentage
ofAfghan women have been permit-
ted to work, reducing some to beg-
ging in order to feed their children.
Girls have been banned from attend-
ing school after the age of eight.
Women are prohibited from leaving
their homes unless accompanied by
a close male relative. When they are
able to leave the house women must
cover themselves with the burqa (a
garment covering the body from
head to toe.
Women who have rebelled
against the Taliban have suffered
severe repercussions for their defi-
ance. Women who have left their
home alone or without the burqa
have been beaten or shot. For trying
to flee Afghanistan in the company of
a man who is not a close relative
women have been stoned to death
on charges of adultery.
The Feminist Majority
Foundation reports an elderly
woman being brutally beaten until
her leg was broken because her
ankle was showing beneath her
burqa. Women are dying from treat-
able ailments because they can not
receive proper medical treatment.
The Physicians for Human Rights
report 97 per cent of the Afghan
women they surveyed show signs of
major depression.
What makes the situation worse
is prior to the Taliban takeover
women in Afghanistan enjoyed some
of the greatest freedoms in the
Middle East. Fifty percent of stu-
dents, 60 per cent of teachers at
Kabul University, 70 per cent of
school teachers, 50 per cent of the
civilian governmentworkers, and 40
per cent of doctors were female.
The Taliban say they are follow-
ing pure, fundamentalist Islamic ide-
ology, however the 55-member
Organization of Islamic Conference
has refused to recognize the Taliban
as Afghanistan's official government.
The United Nations has refused to
recognize the Taliban until women's
rights are restored.
There has been recent concern
about the possibility of improved
relations between the United States
and Taliban ifthe Americans release
international terrorist Osama bin
Laden. Groups such as the Feminist
Majority Foundation and Amnesty
International worry women's rights
will be forgotten for the sake of inter-
national negotiations.
"If this was happening to any
other class of people around the
world, there would be a tremendous
outcry," says Eleanor Smeal, presi-
dent of the Feminist Majority
Foundation. "We must make sure
these same standards are applied
when it is women and girls who are
brutally treated."
FILE
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Latin America
Changing the value of
women's work
Christine Cherry
As the women of Brazil increase their participation in the
paid-labour market, concerns have arisen over occupa-
tional hazards and their effects on women's health. Also,
Brazilian women have not experienced a significant
decrease in their child-rearing and domestic responsibil-
ities. The consequences to women's health from this dou-
ble or triple workday are beginning to be noticed.
According to the Latin American and Caribbean
Women's Health Network, women made up 35.6 per
cent of the labour force in Brazil in 1990. Seventy per
cent ofthe increase between 1981 and 1990 was a result
of increased participation in unskilled manual occupa-
tions.
Women's wages were substantially lower than those
of men in the same occupation with the same education
and same number of hours. Women are frequently
streamlined into occupations deemed to require 'femi-
nine characteristics,' such as patience and tolerance of
monotonous situations.
Increases in the light manufacturing output of Latin
American countries has provided jobs for women in the
automation and computer industries. A study carried out
at a Salvador clinic for occupational health showed 80
per cent of women at the clinic suffered from repetitive
stress injury. Women also suffer from early aging, tension
and anxiety due to their unacknowledged level ofrespon-
sibility, demand for constant availability, contact with the
public and the lack of acknowledgement they receive for
the work they perform.
The women of Brazil have not experienced a
decrease in the amount ofwork they are required to per-
form within the home. Women increasingly must learn to
coordinate child-rearing and otherhousehold duties with
outside work. They find themselves performing two to
three times as much labour as the men of their families
according to the LAC Women's Health Network.
While both forms of work are essential to family sur-
vival, women are not provided with sufficient amounts of
time to regain their energy and strength. In addition,
'women's work' is not recognized in a country's GDP,
devaluing the actual contributions of women to society.
Bias against the health concerns of Latin American
women exists. The World Health Organization has rec-
ognized that work-related illnesses and a large portion of
health problems suffered by female workers are not con-
sidered occupational hazards. This can affect women's
rights to health benefits and sick leave.
Progress is being made in the form of the Regional
Programme of Action for the Women of Latin America
and the Caribbean 1995-2001. Developed by the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean, the program recognizes "insufficient cover-
age of health care services for women, failure to adapt
these services to women'sneeds and cultured orientation,
and a lack of information programmes to alert to health
risks, a situation aggravated by the growing privatization
of such services."
Strategic actions have been outlined to deal with the
lack ofinformation on how women deal withpoverty, the
failure to recognize motherhood as a social responsibili-
ty, the need for increased recognition of the economic
value of women's unpaid work, and to provide services to
help the women of Latin America meettheir basic needs.
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India
Feminist action saving
the environment
Ayesha Coosemans
Imagine you are a 16-year-old girl in
rural India. Imagine every day you
must provide food, fuel and water for
your family inaddition to performing
your regular cooking, cleaning and
children-rearing duties. However,
like most women in your village, it
takes seven hours to collect enough
fuel for the day because wood is hard
to come by.
It wasn't always this way. Young
women are often reprimanded by
their aunts and mothers-in-law
because it takes
much longer to
collect fuel than it
did for older gen-
erations. Due to
unrealistic expec-
tations and pres-
sures placed on
these women,
many have tied
themselves
together in groups
of two or three
and jumped into
rivers to drown.
In pre-colonial
times, Indian forests were abundant
and green, retained great water
sources, prevented erosion and pro-
vided for the physical and spiritual
needs of the people. For instance,
Tapovanas (where Hinduism origi-
nated) were forest schools where
people learned about their spirituali-
ty. 'Frees were worshipped as images
of the great Earth Mother through-
out Indian history.
When the British arrived this
relationship with nature was threat-
ened. Forests were cleared to build
ships, the national railway and to
As the
Chipko
movement
developed
it became a
feminist
group.
provide land for settlers. "Social
forestry" involving the cultivation of
non-native eucalyptus trees was
later started. This "miracle tree" or
"green gold" transformed large sec-
tions of land into deserts, leading to
food shortages and drought.
Indian men worked in the forest
industry, which served to undermine
the women's work. It also created a
situation in which families became
more dependent on and subservient
to the colonial-imperialist system.
The increasingly difficult circum-
stances lead women to rebel. In
1965, the Chipko
movement was
created. Chipko,
meaning "to hug,"
referred to
embracing trees
to save them. The
movement origi-
nated in the north-
ern areas of India
and eventually
spread south.
Villagers entered
the forests, some-
times with drums,
and protected
trees by surrounding them until the
foresters retreated. As a result of
Chipko efforts, the government took
responsibility and created commer-
cial bans on green felling.
As the Chipko movement devel-
oped it became a feminist organiza-
tion. In recent years, the action by
these women has lead the govern-
ment to create programs to empow-
er women in rural communities.
These programs encourage women
to run for local governing bodies and
train in public speaking, legal rights
and health issues.
Female circumcision and women's health
Holiy Wagg
About 120 million girls and women
worldwide have been subjected to
female genital mutilation, according
to the World Health Organization.
Approximately 44 countries, such as
Pakistan, Sudan, Jordan and Brazil,
currently engage in the practice of
female genital mutilation, also
known as female circumcision.
Social, cultural and religious
beliefs are often cited as support for
the continuation of this practice. In
the West, female circumcision is con-
sidered to be a practice ofmutilation.
There are three types of genital
mutilation. The operations are usu-
aUy Performed with unsterile, even
rusty knives, splinters of glass or
razors. Female circumcision is sup-
ported by men who believe a woman
worthy ofmarriage is an honourable
woman; honourability being main-
tained through the preservation and
proof of virginity.
Men pay a higher dowry for
women who have been circumcised.
The father of the girl usually pays for
the operation, while a grandmother,
aunt or other female relative
arranges the operation. Women per-
petuate this practice actively, as they
are seen to be in control, while men
are the silent partners with their
refusal to marry an uncircumcised
girl. Many women in these countries
cannot survive without the protec-
tion offered by marriage.
Some common misconceptions
about female circumcision are it
improves or ensures feminine
hygiene, prevents still births, elimi-
nates diseases, protects against rape,
keeps women faithful and loyal to
husbands, protects against infertility
and reduces the desire for sex.
The greatest concerns with the
practice of female circumcision are
with respect to health. In the process
of reconstructing female genitalia,
girls may be subjected to shock,
hemorrhage and/or extreme pain
and infection, all which can lead to
death. In the long term, women may
be affected by urinary problems,
obstruction of menstrual flow,
painful sexual intercourse, chronic
pelvic infections leading to infertility
and difficult childbirth. FILE
PHOTO
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Student Life
Will work for money
Yvonne Farah
Looking for summer employment is
a job unto itself. If you have already
begun the search, you will know it is,
for the majority ofpeople, a task that
takes a significant amount of time
and effort.
The entire process begins by
focusing your job search in a partic-
ular area of the job market. By nar-
rowing your search, it will enable
you to apply for positions you are
qualified for and interested in.
Therefore, if you are interested in a
government summer internship,
then you will not waste your time
and energy on filling out applications
for clothing stores.
The next step is to polish up your
resume so it will impress your future
employer. The majority of students
will already have a resume in either
hard copy or disk form. Take your
present resume and revamp it in a
positive manner. Look for books and
pamphlets on the matter to get some
constructive ideas, itie way a
resume • iooks can make a huge
Impact on anyone luring you, so
make sure it looks polished and pro-
fessional. The most important thing
is to make sure your resume does
not contain any spelling or grammar
mistakes. Nothing way barriers in
your place to employment like a
future employer having to correct
the spelling and grammar on the
resume you are asking them to take
the time to read.
It is said today's job seekers must
be more innovative and take more
initiative in reaching out to employ-
ers. This means taking a more direct
and aggressive role in the job search.
Therefore, you
should make con-
tact with your
prospective
employer in order
to get an inter-
view.
This means if
they havethe posi-
tion advertised in
the newspaper, in
community list-
ings or even on
the Internet, you
should look to
gain as much background informa-
tion and research about that partic-
ular position and organization.
Lf for instance, you were looking
to apply for a temporary position in
a large multi-national corporation,
try to find some information about
them. This may enable you to make
a connection with the person you are
speaking with in order to get an
interview.
If you are not applying for an
advertised position, then you could
be taking a risk by pounding the
pavement without anything to show
for it.
However, if you have the time
and opportunity to go around knock-
ing on doors (well, not literally) then
do so effectively When dropping off a
So this will
make your
job search
smoother
and less
stressful
resume or an application, make sure
it gets to the right person. Although it
may be a difficult process, important
information must be given to a per-
son who will do something with that
information. If you are looking to
U
apply to a large
corporation
employing many
people, giving
your application
or resume to the
first person you
see may not be the
best course of
action because it
may end up in a
pile of papers, or
even worse, in the
recycling bin. So
this will make
your job search smoother and less
stressful.
The interview process is another
important skill that needs to be mas-
tered by anyone and everyone. Some
key things to remember when being
interviewed are confidence, compe-
tence and positive energy. Employers
are looking for people who are all of
these tilings and more.
In conclusion, take the initiative
to get out and look for that perfect
summer dream job. If you need
information during the process ofjob
searching then take the opportunity
to go to Career Services. It is a good
place to investigate what jobs are
available and how to develop the
skills you will need in getting those
jobs.
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
Mobile fashion
Munira Ravji
Not only does Fashion 'N' Motion
offer amazing choreography, it also
showcases something else Laurier
has to offer - style. Real clothes worn
by real people; that is what is on dis-
play at this year's show.
Although you will not see any
runway modeling, you will see,
Laurier students wearing clothing
brought to you by local Kitchener-
Waterloo sponsors.
Now you probably will not see
anything similar to the Versace num-
ber worn by Jennifer Lopez to the
Grammys, but you will find clothing
you can actually wear to class, the
Turret and Wilis, without the aid of
double-sided tape. How else do you
think that dress stayed in place?
Fashion 'N' Motion is not only an
opportunity to see Laurier students
dance the night away but it is also a
greatplace to see what is now being
offered in the world of fashion.
So what is all the hype about
fashion? This year, all clothing was
hand picked by Laurier fashion
experts and brought to you by stores
you would actually shop in. The vol-
unteers involved in the selection of
the clothes used in the show were
mindful of the fact students may
want actually purchase the clothing
featured.
Therefore, the clothes featured
in the show are wearable. Best of all,
since some of the clothes are brought
to you by local merchants, they are
also easily accessible.
The clothing used in the presen-
tation is from small independent
stores, such as The Patch in uptown
Waterloo, and larger chain stores,
such as the Bay. Therefore, there is a
definite mix of the types of clothes
and their prices..
By attending the show you prob-
ably will not see the hottest clothes
from the European runway but you
will see what is hot on the street.
Fashion is what you make of it
and the clothes you wear are an
expression ofyourself.
If you do decide to attend the
show, try not to get distracted by the
dancing and look out for all of the
clothing showcased.
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j/jfk 1. In 500 B.C. males tied off their
J% left testicle became it was believed the
J $ipr || right testicle would produce male\goJr J infants, considered more valuable.™
2. The Statue of Liberty, without its
1 pedestal, weighs 225 tonnes. That's as
heavy as 45 elephants.
% I 3, The Giant African snail is one of
the largest snails in the world. The
snail about the size of a baseball, has
i "Jl 80,000 teeth.
4. On most human hands, the length
m Jft of the middle finger is exactly the same|1"J as the width of the hand.
jjy 5. According to a scientific study,
gW imr(j t0Cfc musi€ nmkes termites chew
through wood at twice their regular
6. Air force One, the jet that trans-
ports the president of the United
States has a conference room that con-
A verts into an operating room,Miifii 7. The painter Pablo Picasso tread-
J Ml I wed more than his canvasses. He savedI Jf ML al' €^PP'm8s dnd locks ofhair.
w| s. A pig's orgasm lasts for approxi-
mately thirty minutes.
fjrl 9. Me! Blanc (the voice of Bugs
I M Bunny) was allergic to carrots.™
10.More than 350 million M&M's are
consumed each day.
P..I True
411 on H2O
Maneesh Sehdev
With warmer weather and
sweatier clothes heading our way,
one must know WLU's water foun-
tain situation! Therefore, I decided to
go around campus testing each
water fountain in search of the best
ones! Here's what I found on a scale
of one to five:
DAWB
Ist floor, by escalator: cool temp.,
high arc. 4
2nd floor: low arc, cool temp., some
cheek run-off. 3
3rd floor: low arc, cool temp., some
cheek run off. 3
4th floor: button on front, medium
arc, cool temp. 4
sth floor: medium arc, Warm temp. 3
Aird Building
Outside TA: high arc, cool temp. 3
2nd floor, near A219: low arc, cool
temp. 3
2nd floor, near A222: very low arc,
cool temp, cheek run-off. 2
3rd floor, near Lounge: high arc, cool
temp. 4
3rd floor, near 316A: high arc, cold
temp. 5
4th floor, near A431: warm temp.,
medium arc. 2
4th floor, near A420: very low arc,
warm temp., cheek run-off. 1
sth floor: high arc, thick flow, warm
temp. 2.5
Arts Building
Hall between Concourse and IEI,
outside computer lab: knob flips, low
arc, warm temp. 2
Hall between Arts building and
Peter's building, outside IC10: knob
flips, medium arc, warm temp. 2
Outside Paul Martin Centre: low arc,
warm temp. 1
2nd floor: knob flips, warm temp.,
low arc. 1
3rd floor: knob flips, high arc, thick
flow, cool temp. 4
Peter's Building
Ist floor, near P1035: thick flow,
water runover, warm temp. 3
Ist floor, near P1017: thick flow, high
arc, cool temp. 5
2nd floor, near P2005: low arc, warm
temp. 2
2nd floor, near elevator: very low arc,
warm temp., cheek run-off. 1
3rd floor, near P3117: unbroken
double dial, thick flow, high arc, cool
temp. 4
3rd floor, near elevator: high arc,
thick flow, cold temp. 5
Libraiy
Ist floor, near L 125: broken!! 0
2nd floor: warm temp., high arc. 2.5
3rd floor: warm temp., high arc. 2.5
4th floor: knob flips, low arc, warm
temp. 1
sth floor: thick flow, high arc, cool
temp. 3.5
6th floor: high arc, warm temp. 2.5
7th floor: double handle, warm
temp. 3
Seminary
Basement: high arc, warm temp. 2
Ist floor: knob flips, low arc, warm
temp. 1
2nd floor: high arc, warm temp. 2
Science Building
Ist floor: medium arc, cool temp. 4
2nd floor: high arc, cold temp. 5
3rd floor: medium arc, warm temp. 3
Athletic Complex
Upstairs, by pool: low arc, warm
temp. 1
Upstairs, cardio centre: thick flow,
high arc, cold temp. 5
Downstairs, weight room: high arc,
cold temp. 5
Downstairs, outside courts: low arc,
cold temp. 3
Cut this out and refer back to it!
This will really help you with your
water drinking decisions. When it's
damn hot and you need to be
refreshed (and a douche just won't
do) thank Maneesh!!
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| THE BLIMPiE® COMBO MEAL!
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Your neighbourhood BLIMPIE Sobs & Salads offers a variety j
ot Delicious COMBu Come on In sno cfiecic tn@rn
out Chomp a scrumptious BLIMPIE sud made with only
quality meats, real dairy cheese, fresh baked bread and crisp
vegetables. Crunch your choice of chips. Gulp your favourite
soft drink. Eat complete at BLIMPIE!
255 King Street North
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Drinks with zest
X, Y, and Z arc the most forgotten letters of the alphabet.
Therefore this week's drink selection is in their honour.
Xiantha
1 part Dry Gin
1 part Yellow Chartreuse
1 part Cherry Brandy
Mix with ice and strain in a cocktail glass.
Yellow Morning
1 part Creme do Banana
1 part Cherry Herring
1 part Cognac
Layer this drink in the order listed. Start with Creme
de Banana on the bottom and finish with Cognac on top.
Zipperhead
1 part Vodka H 9
1 part Chambord I I
1 part Club Soda I
Combine in a shot glass with I
the Club Soda on top.
'
1/4 oz. Ouzo
Garnish with a green Olive. fl||l|M^^
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j tunes are turned up
| lights are turned clown j
| Bring in this m! and get j
| • a lane for 1 /2 price, plus no 1
| charge for rental shoes!! j
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Open to persons 19 years of age and over.
Licensed under the L.L.B.O.
"limited lanes available, phone for reservations*
Waterloo
Bowling Lanes
14 Princess St. West Waterloo
(behind the Huether Hot'3: )
886-2900 !r BU3Y 886 2 37
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With the loss ofKearns and another solid blue-
liner in Mike Little, the defence is going to be
even weaker. Martindale is confident that
other players like Andrew Hamilton can step
up, but it will require a lot ofwork in the off-
season. It is going to take a special commit-
ment to make next year's team more consis-
tent, particularly with the loss of some key
players.
Despite all the negatives, the season was
not a total loss. The Hawks still finished with a
winning record, and showed signs of strong
play many times throughout the season. They
were obviously happy with their win over
Windsor in the playofls and the close series
that they played against Western.
There were a number of players whostood
out throughout the year and werekey reasons
for Laurier's success. Martin Kearns played
his fifth year for the Golden Hawks, and made
his final year his best season. The captain was
the team's biggest physical presence and was
on the ice a great deal with the Hawks' other
defensive standout, Eric Ballantyne.
Ballantyne also logged a lot of ice time for the
team this year because of his mobility and
ability to move the puck up the ice.
Another player who had an outstanding
year for the Hawks was Jeff Ambrosio.
Ambrosio scored plenty of important goals
during the year, including the goal that forced
overtime against Western. He was named a
first team All-Star for his play this year.
Martindale expects that Western will be
the team to beat again next year and that the
Golden Hawks are goingto need to work hard
in the off-season. They will also have to
improve their recruiting so they can be as
deep as the Mustangs and so they will not
have torely so heavily on a smaller number of
players.
With the loss of a number of important
players this year, it could be a difficult season
next year. However, looking back on the 1999-
2000 season it is safe to say that the Hawks
were a good hockey team, and finished with a
strong playoff showing against Windsor and
Western. Hopefully next year the Hawks can
finally beat Western, and win the OUA Far
West.
Last weekan article was accredited toHeatherAllen when itioas, infact, written by
Bob Woodcock. This mistakeoccured as a result ofnothing more than the Sports
Editor's ignorance, illiteracyandbasic stupidity The Cord regrets the error, and also
Sports
Lady Hawks done good
Vanessa King
The lady Golden Hawks basketball
season has come to an end for yet
another season, losing record and
all. Yet this one stands out compared
to many other seasons of late. The
girls finished the season with one of
their best records in the past five
years. Because of this, 3 felt that a
generous recap of the girls' season
was in order.
Vs. McMaster;
Probably one of the tougher teams
that the Hawks faced this season, a
team on the rise, Mac was the thorn
in the Hawk s side. With' a record of
0-3 against the Marauders,
McMaster tended to overpower
Laurier in every meeting, downing
the Hawks by 20 points on average.
"Although McMaster isn't in the
CIAU Top 10", said Stu Julius, back
in November, "they have a very
strong team this year." Too strong for
Laurier. Put it this way- if you were
at a race track and wanted a sure
win? Bet on the Marauders.
Vs. Windsor:
One of two teams that Laurier
defeated in both matches, Windsor
was probably one of the most evenly
matched teams the Hawks played all
season. In their first meeting, Laurier
beat the Lancers by twelve. The sec-
ond meeting saw a similar score
with Laurier on top.
Vs. Guelph
The achilles heel of the Golden
Hawks. The Gryphons were one of
those teams that Laurier always
came close to beating, but never
edged out as the winner. In all meet-
ings, Guelph hung on for the win in
the final few seconds of the game, by
no more than five points- nail biters;
migraine instigators; piss-ofis.
Vs. lakehead
The team that sat last in the stand-
ings was no doubt an easy win for
the Hawks. Although they lost their
first game, Laurier walked all over
the Voyageurs in their second and
third meetings, defeating the team
from up North by almost twenty
points each game. Not that the
Hawks took the team lying down.
Remarking on the matches that
Julius and his team faced in early
February, the coach said: "We've got
to really work hard this week.. .hav-
ing five days to work on our strategy
is really going to make a difference."
Vs. Brock
A team that Laurier just couldn't
beat. Not that they didn't come close,
but they just couldn't hold on. This
was the yo-yo team. Sometimes the
score was close; sometimes it was a
blow out. You never could predict
which way the score was going to
lean (what's important is that it
never leaned completely in Laurier's
favour).
Vs. Waterloo
The gals from down the street really
should have been ours. We won one
of the three meetings, but really
should have won at least two of the
games. The game in question, again,
came down to the final few plays,
which found Laurier falling apart.
You have to feel for the team.
So how did they fare?
Much better than last season. Newly
hired Coach Stu Julius, who previ-
ously held his coaching job at
Lakehead, was brought in to light a
fire under this team. He saw the
girls win 6 of a possible 20 games ~
a record for Laurier's lady Hawks,
reflecting how bad things have been
over the past few seasons.
Why didn't they win more?
I'm net a coach, but I'd have to say
that from my seat in the bleachers,
in game situations, the Hawks
lacked the steam to hold on to their
lead. Most games came down to the
final few plays, and the final few sec-
onds and could have gone either
way. Unfortunately, in most situa-
tions, they went the way of the
opposing team. It was a matter of
plays falling apart, or the ball justnot
finding the hoop. They'd be up in the
first half and would fall apart in the
second. During the first half of the
season, Laurier was "finding their
groove", but by the time the second
halfofthe season rolled around, they
were losing starters and key players
due to injuries and the flu. The team
that couldn't find a break.
Who stood out?
Examining the various articles I
wrote throughout the year, one
name stands out in every issue -
rookie Christa Lodge. Lodge was the
rock ofthe team. She was consistent
in scoring points for the team, and
displayed an incredible amount of
poise on the court for a first year
player.
A player who always had her
heart and head in the game. Other
names that stood out? Stephanie
Nadalin, one of the team's experi-
enced players, was always there to
add her points to the scoreboard;
Hrkac and Megan Oikawa, both sec-
ond year players, were always sur-
faced when extra offense or defense
was needed.
Overall, the lady Golden Hawks
had a very respectable season.
Though they lost early in the play-
offs, making it that far was a feat in
itself for which the girls should be
congratulated. Keep your eye out for
the 2000-2001 Golden Hawks- this
team is only moving up from here.
MANTRAN
WLU to host OUA Final
WLU ispreparing to host the 2000 OUA Men's
Hockey Final Four this weekend at the Clarica
Arena in Waterloo. One team representing
each of the Far West, Mid West, Mid East and
Far East divisions of the OUA will be in town
this weekend to compete forthe Queen's Cup.
Returning this year for another run at the
OUA finalare the defending champion
University of Quebec Trois Rivieres (UQTR)
Patriotes as well as the York Yeomen. Joining
them will be the Queen's Golden Gaels as well
as the Western Mustangs, fresh off a series
win against the Golden Hawks.
The first semi-final on Saturday will see
UQTR face off against the Golden Gaelsat
2.00pm. Western will then face York in the
second semi, set to begin at 7:oopm. Both
games will be televised on Rogers Cable TV,
while the Championship game will be tele-
vised on ONTV, Sunday at 2:oopm.
Tickets are available through Hcketmas-
ter at 886-2375.
Step for the fun of it
Roanna Millar
Aerobics is a fun and effective way to get in
"Step k- o:-'} of A>=- Vr" .
la the '<y- iHii c
'-m ir>f dil-ferenf
are offered. Each class runs forapproximate-
lyfolly minutes, with an ab workout at the end
to complete the session. For tirst-timers. "Step
Fun" may be a bit coiiiiising to catah on u>. It
is a last-paced workout tliat consists ofmany
different steps. Rookie Qiristy laz<ir is quoted
saying, "It was a good workout,but confusing!"
Aerobics classes are offered in a wide range of
;
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■luusday nights between 8 and 10pm in the
AC. arc full ofexcitement. This year the talent
in the A League abounds, which should make
Bur an interesting set of play-offs The league
10.teams, 6ofwhich are
Bnci-edibly close in skill and talent Some ofthe
taien
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Western Wins
Continued From Cover
OUA Bronze, Not too shabby
Ruth Stadelmayer
Going to the games and recording
what happened was easy, but when
it came to putting the women's hock-
ey games into something that
seemed appealing to the reader it
became a different story all together.
Sure, 1 had an interest in the game,
but I really didn't have a clue!
For my first few stories I had to
resort to getting help with the hock-
ey terms and catchy phrases; how-
ever I did not need help writing
about how the women of Laurier
played an amazing season. It doesn't
take a hockey expert to recognize the
dedication and determination that
each player and the coaching staff
demonstrated during the gruelling
five month season.
The season began with a new
head coach, Bill Bowker, a new rook-
ie line and many veterans that were
no doubt unsure ofwhere the season
would take them. Last year the tady
Hawks were extremely succussful
and finished by winning the gold
medal at the OUA championships. It
would certainly be a hard act to fol-
low; however the team brought YVLU
to a level that all of their fans could
be proud of. With contributions from
some of the best players in the
league and a strong coaching staff,
the season ended
strongly with a win
over the York
Yeowomen in the
bronze medal
game at the OUA
championships.
The success of
this year's women's
hockey team can be accredited to the
exceptional players who have been
recognized throughout the province
and even the country.
One such player is a graduating
student who has greatly contributed
to the team. Captain Caroline Hall
was honoured with a place among
the second team all-stars in the OUA.
This recognition was a result of Hall's
on ice domimination as she would
skate down the rink with apparent
ease and strength. Her ability to lead
the offensive rush into the oppo-
nent's zone made her a constant
threat to the Hawks opposition.
In terms of scoring, Jackie
Grahek clearly dominated the sec-
ond half of the season. The entire
season, however, was led by Lisa
Bowker stated Joyce
Torrington was the solid
backbone for the team
Backman who scored an astounding
37 points throughout the year
including 25 goals in only 20 games.
Therefore it was not surprising to
hear that Lisa Backman of the
Golden Hawks received all-Canadian
for the second year in a row. She was
also rated as the second leading
scorer in the CIAU trailing only
Concordia's Corinne Swirsky who for
the last three years has ranked #1.
Backman may not be rated #1 in the
country, but, as top scorer in the
league, she cer-
tainly is in the
OUA.
In defensive play
the award goes to
Joyce Torrington.
She was the sec-
ond Laurier play-
er along with
Backman to be acknowledged as an
OUA first team all-star, but in this
case it was for her phenomenal goal
tending and defensive skills. Bowker
stated that Torrington provided the
solid backbone for the team. It was
these skills of Torrington that led
Laurier to their 14-7-2 season.
For some, this '99-2000 season
was only the beginning. It marked
the beginnning of a four year jour-
ney. For others; however, it was the
conclusion. The graduating players,
Mel Rahn, Marie Hahn, Kim
Shillington, Caroline Hall, and
Heather Warren will leave five large
spots to fill next year for the Golden
Hawks team. It would seem that
Coach Bowker will have another
challenge on his hands, but he hopes
to "pick up next season where this
one left off."
There is nothing quite like watch-
ing Laurier go up against Guelph in
the OUA championships, as they did
against everyone all year, with their
intensity, action and historical rivalry.
Hopefully next season will be as
exciting as this year.
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University Hockey Championships
Waterloo Recreation Complex (Clarica Arena)
Saturday March 11
2 p.m. Queen's Golden Gaels vs UGTR Patriotes (East)
7 p.m. York Yeomen vs Wsstern Mustangs (West)
Sunday March 12
2 p m. Queen's Cup Final - East vs West
Presented by The Berkshire Group & Wilfrid Laurier University
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rk THEP II MAPfH kitchenerCENTRE[ IK PREMIERE
square iJlllill 2 4 I Bpm ONE NIGHT ONLY
tickets 578-1570 I TOLL FREE 1-800-265-8977 n
Www -ccntre-gqtiarc.com
loads of volunteer opportunities in
Student Publications.
You way be qualified for one or a 11...
job descriptions also available in the Cord Office.
Start out writing, copy editing
or even laying out pages.
Feel free to come up and peruse them.
Application deadline is March 17th at 4:50p.m.
Join us and become a part of your media.
Packages Available in the WLU Students' Union Office
as of Monday, MARCH 13
For the Positions of BOARD OF DIRECTORS I
Nominations Open I
Monday, MARCH 13 I
Nominations Close I
Thursday, MARCH 16 @ 12:00 I
All Candidates Meeting I
Thursday, MARCH 16 @ 5:30 in the Turret I
By-Election I
Thursday, MARCH 30 I
If tovr oty mm m ■ ■ Aff ■ nED
,0 wmSm JBF JHf I'll mm fljzA/ VV m
0if mm W ■■
$ 2 h ■■! IHI
JMHp lIP nP flf mtmJm K■■°Vr/er Jp3l» M ■nil ■■■ WL.^m
I • March 6 at 8:00 a.m.
*
|H% • Outside of WLU Students'Union
(3rd Floor - Fred Nichols Centre)
Applications Due
Coordinator and Executive Applications:
O.FRIDAY, March 17 at 12:00 noonGeneral Volunteer Applications:
• FRIDAY, March 24 at 12:00 noon
Refurn °" applications to the WLU Students' Union Office
Student Managers and Employees
1 • FRIDAY, March 17 at 12:00 noon
• IM's • Turret • Centre-Spot • Pita Shack
itSSI
Questions ?
884-0710, ext. 3335
§st|&-i^ia -life? Pf 1 I B lj n W ￿ " 1 1 H I ml • I I ■ 1 J I I L'JmO^
I Awareness urouGh Arts Gala
FRee!!^^ai|reen por^nec jta| ||g||"
A Celebration of MulticulturalismJ^T
00equali@machl.wlu.ca
Entertainment
Keepin' it Moist
Reagan Haire
Thumping floors and rocking rifls
shook the University of Waterloo's
Federation Hall this past Saturday
night. Moist was a fabulous show
with many in attendance.
The lineup outside Fed Hall
stretched down the walkway outside
and around the building. Some
attendees were none too happy as
we walked past the line to get inside.
Entering the building, heaps of
Moist paraphernalia, such as t-
shirts, were on sale. Sound checks
were heard in the background while
people quickly secured spots around
the floor and upper level to view the
concert.
As opening band, The Matt
Osborne Band, finished up their set,
the crowd began to chant, "Moist!
Moist!", in a unified effort to bring
the Vancouver-based baud out on
stage.
All of a sudden, the lights
dimmed and the faint outlines of
Moist could be seen walking on
stage. The huge roar from the fans
confirmed they had arrived. The
light show began and the band
members were lit up. The show was
beginning.
Although they are Kingston, ON
natives, the band met and formed in
VancouVer, BC.
The group was complete with the
addition of drummer, Paul Wilcox,
and the band's career was under-
way.
Moist currently
has two CDs out,
with the promo-
tion of their latest,
Mercedes Five
and Dime, in the
works.
The band will
be starting a west-
ern Canada tour
with many shows
booked in Alberta
and British
Columbia.
Lead singer, David Usher, gave an
extremely energetic performance as
he jumped around the stage.
Bass guitar player, Jeff Pearce,
rocked alongside Usher and had a
couple close call kicks to one of the
bouncer's heads.
As well, Usher made a point of
encouraging his fans to body surf
and to touch him as he came up to
the front of the stage numerous
times.
Drummer, Paul Wilcox, got the
crowd going towards the end of the
show as he stood up and started to
The band is
nominated
for three
Juno
awards
this year.
wave his arms from side to side
motioning for the crowd to do the
same. It was certainly an energetic
show the whole way through.
Moist played a repertoire of
about fifteen songs which included,
Push, Silver, and their new song
Underground, as one of the two
encores.
Besides promoting , Mercedes
Five and Dime, the band will be
attending the Juno's where they are
nominated for
three awards.
In the near
future, for those
out there who
wish to see an up-
coming show,
Moist will be atBig
Bucks Mountain
Lodge on Monday,
March 6th, in
Burlington.
Anyone interest-
ed in keeping up
with the band can
check out their website at
www.moist.ca, which gives a
detailed newsletter and calender of
the band s upcoming shows.
Or, if you like, you can get in
touch with the band yourself and e-
mail them at moist@moist.ca.
The band created their website
themselves and they take an active
role in updating it and writing back
to fans.
Bottom line: If they are back in
town again soon, or near you some-
where, don't miss Moist, they know
how to give a concert!
COURTESY
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On the live music scene in K-W
Brent Hagerman
"What I'm doing is not in style and I give less
and less of a shit about that as time goes by."
This is something of a manifesto for local
spoken word artist and singer/songwriter Scott
Wicken who believes in "organic music"- you
know, the stuff that used to be made with real
instruments, real people, "reel" hiss and real
mistakes.
Wicken is one of the many talented musi-
cians you can check out any night of the week
in K-W. He's a bit of a chameleon when it
comes to trying to
pigeon hole his music,
but for the sake of intro-
ductions lets say he's
groovable folk, lyrically
intelligent, witty and
almost always improvi-
sational.
The Waterloo native
spent live years on the
Edmonton music scene
where he recorded his
CD Something Wicken
This Way Comes, an
album of spoken word
performance, acoustic folk and tasty funky
rock.
Since his triumphant return to K-W a few
years ago, Scott can be seen and heard most
Monday nights at The Raintree Cafe's jam,
which he often hosts and at many bars, cafes
and coffee houses where original poetry and
music is appreciated.
While Wicken comes from a spoken word
He is quick to
point out that
"Music to me is
not about
selling a
product."
background he has become known more for
his musical rants and ramblings about every-
thing from escaping "Bumtown" Ontario to
humorous self-indulgent drinking binges.
He can seduce you with beautiful melodies
and memories and then cut you with irony and
cynicism using only an acoustic guitar and a
keen poetic tongue.
You never know what you are going to get
with Wicken. It could be a night of smokey tales
of booze and bus stations or a stoic session of
poetry. More often than not you'll get it all.
His opinions are never masked yet are also
never forced. When
talking about the
process of making
music he is quick to
point out, "Music to me
is not about selling a
product."
Although his
music stretches across
many genres he is
grounded in the folk
mentality - "I'm folk, I
play music within my
community, for my
community, based on
things I see in my community."
Wicken is a strong solo performer but tends
to shine with a bit ofextra gleam when playing
with his band, who these days is made up of
drummer Paul Mclnnis, rotating bass players,
and often anyone else he can get his hands on.
He likes open-ended unrehearsed live
interaction between artists and this results in
what he terms "musical conversation" among
he and his sidemen - a constant creation, not
regurgitation.
A Scott Wicken show is as much about lis-
tening to what he's saying as it is grooving
along with the sounds and the spaces.
Wicken recently completed a video for
Bravo! that accompanies a poem of his entitled
Where do theSouls ofChildren Go? It features
the artist reliving childhood memories and
highlights his strengths as a descriptive lyricist.
He is currently working on his next album
in his homemade studio and is torn at the
moment between producing a raw, live 2-track
solo acoustic CD or producing a full band
album that would allow for more energy and
experimentation.
1 would encourage anyone interested in
poetry and tight songwriting check out a Scott
Wicken show if you haven't already.
Scott wili be playing at La Luna (Hamilton)
Thur. March 9th, The Black Forest
Coffeehouse (St Paul s College, UW) Sat. March
11th, and the Raintree Cafe Fri. March 24th.
Brent Hagerman loves local talent. He is heal
talent. He and his buddies are so talented, you
wouldn't believe it.
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Restaurants and Restrooms a hit!
JenyNussey
As the music and lights dimmed.
Sam Varteniuk took the stage, front
and centre, to deliver A Public
Apology.
Thus began Restaurants and
Restrooms etc., a combination of
skits, monologues and music put on
by the Laurier Theatre Collective last
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
The show began with an apology
and ended withan
orgasm. It took
place in the new
Studio Theatre at
65 Lodge Street
was energetic and
entertaining.
Material was
performed, direct-
ed and in many
cases written by
members of the
Theatre Collec-
tive. The eighteen
short pieces fit
together well al-though the mood
ping-ponged between silly and seri-
ous.
After the well-delivered opening
apology, the stage was set for the
restaurants and restrooms foreshad-
owed by the show's title.
Representing the restaurants,
Angel's Diner stood out from other
parts of the show. Nine cast mem-
bers shared the stage, frozen in
tableau at cafe tables except when
they were speaking. Each character
mused about key moments in their
lives and the possibility of the exis-
The show
began with
an apology
and ended
with an
orgasm.
tence of angels. It was a reflective
sketch that let the actors show they
are capable of some deeper reflec-
tion.
Other dramatic moments of the
show included a quietly sad soliloquy
written and performed by Lisa
Bresee and the emotionally charged
"get thee to a nunnery" scene from
Act 111 of Hamlet with the show's
director Amy Neufeld playing
Ophelia.
To paraphrase
Bette Midler, ifyou
can make an audi-
ence laugh, they
are your slaves for
life.
The humour in
Restaurants and
Restrooms etc.
might not have
inspired life-long
devotion but it def-
initely won the
favour of Friday
night's audience.
Good jokes ranged from a simple
well-placed profanity and guys in
drag, to the more ironic humour in
an excerpt from Oscar Wilde's The
Importance ofBeing Earnest or Alec
Stratton's Bag Babies. The final
sketch Pride Goeth Before a Fall took
a lighthearted look at sex, ending
with the moralizing of Captain
Orgasm, who saves yet another cou-
ple from their unfulfilling intimate
relations.
Many of the laughs came during
the five Bathroom Break skits stag-
gered throughout the show. The
audience chortled as John Canhoto
and Sam Varteniuk held onto their
imaginary "doinks" and got into
ridiculous situations in the men's
room. There were no 'sacred cows'
here.
Each half of the programme was
also blessed with a song thatrelaxed
the pace of the quick exchanges of
spoken dialogue. Accompanied by
acoustic guitar, Melissa Opavsky and
Lisa Bresee sang The Water is Wide
in smooth harmony in the first half.
Bringing music to the second half of
the performance Amy Neufeld
accompanied herself singing Ani
Difranco's Both Hands.
Restaurants and Restrooms etc.
was the ultimate theatre experience
for a person of the TV generation
with a short attention span like
myself. It dished out an agreeable
balance of sincerity and silliness in
small servings. Plus it is always fun to
witness the spirit and energy of tal-
ented people live and in-the-flesh.
The creativity within the Laurier
Theatre Collective is impressive and
it made this show an excellent way to
spend a Friday evening.
FILE
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TRAVEL - Teach English Great Summer Sublet!! The Obnoxious Couple!
Day/40 Hr (April 5-9 2000) 1 very spacious room with balcony, laundry You guys have 2 options...
TESOL teacher certification course (or by cor- facilities, parking and bike shed only $160 + 1- Get along and quit aggrevating your room-
EARN $10,000 THIS SUMMER! respondent. I,ooos of jobs available NOW.
Roo,nmate Needed utiL Call Joe at 747-7668. mates ' ***** 1 hate fctening t0 them bitch
nrrnD YOUR RESUME, BE YOUR OWN BOSS. , . . , „ Roommate needed to share house with 3 girls about how ignorant and insensitive you are;HUU FREE information package, toll tree 1-BSB- ° J
LIMITED POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN 29A\
alK' 1 guy- One minute to WLU, $325 plus, 2. Break up! Your relationship is over, but
G T.AyS.VV. ONTARIO City ofWaterloo
available May 01, 00-Apr. 30, 01. Non-smok- you're always fighting over the smallest things!
1 sm ofti qii77 ~ ers 886-9036 this week. -An Impatient Observer1-aiA jo a Seeking qualified Instructor/Guards to work at SCENTED ACRES FLOWER FARM
Dnse.com ole Waterlw Swimplex lor the Spring and/or
roflms
Enjoy beautiful field-grown fresh flowers all
IVaterloo-St. Jacob's Railway l-all 2000 Sessions. These individuals will pro- fre(j water an[| cjose t() p eler' s building! season long - delivered to your office weekly.
Waterloo's only tourist train, now hiring for its mote excellent customer service in the delivery Roommates m,,: Ilice al|d clean! Rent fair! Also wide selection of flowers (especially lilliesj Thureday's are Spur Day
2000 season. Positions available: Passenger ol swimming lesson instruction and lifeguard- phone: 884-6720 to inquire. for summer weddings. To receive more infer- at (jie ver Spur
Service Reps; Conductors; Food Services ing services in a busy aquatic environment. Roommate Wanted mation about our farm's flower subscriptions. Buy 1 slice ofPizza
Captain;On Board wait staff; janitorial and out- Minimum qualifications accepted are ROLSS Male or Female! Large room with walkon bal- please phone/fax 519-662-6951 or mail your 5 wings (any sauce)
side maintenance. Training is provided. Please Instructors and National Lifeguard Service. If cony. 3 mins. walk from WLU. $310toonth name and address to: Scented Acres Flower French Fries
reply in writing with three references stating interested please submit a resume with qualifi- plus utilities. May 00 to May 01 lease. Call725- Farm, 1740 Line 40, lilt #1, New Hamburg, Fop (Pepsi, Gingerale, 7Up etc.)
which you are applying for, to: cations or pick up an application fonn at the: 0502. 2QO. $5.00
Marjorie A Brown, Station Master, WSJR P.O. Waterloo Swimplex. 101 Father David Bauer For Group of Three Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, Student
Box 40103, Waterloo Square, Waterloo ON Drive, Waterloo, N2J 4AB. 3 bedroomfurnished apt. located at206 Lester Groups!
N2J 4VI. By fax to (519)746-3521. By Email St" Comm
°n room SuitaWe for
Eanl $1 .000-$1.500 this semester with the
,o Deadline: March Fireplace and walkout decL Private enhance, Moscow! St. Petersburg! easy Campus htformation Services three-hour
U(h IIH separate quarters for tenants; washer, dryer Opportunity to live and study in Russia. ' . . XI*
„.„
Volunteers Wanted and softener. One >T. lease from May IyOO. Russan
N -
, ■ , Counselling Services is recruiting volunteer »»per tno. per tenant. Free cable. Phone F^-ng dates are tiMg so cti. 1-Door to door interviewers wanted by National
_
_
[) on ([j) 888-0364 or ait. and eve. M.T.W.&Th. 888-923-3238 today or visit www.campus-
..
. u , r rj, , . Peer Learning Assistants to assist the Website: www.intenmiver.sitv.com Contact: .Market Research Company. Travel tune, (W) 743-6341 ext 25 ■ fundraiser.com!
....
, D ... , „ ,
Naming Consultants in planning, promoting info@interunivei-sitv.com
expenses paid. No sales. Part-time only. Good . , Perfect Summer Sublet Available
„ ~
and delivering Launers Study Skills Program. ... , . „ , riaccifiorl Roiocstarting rate. EveningsAveekends reqd. House available May to September. 7 minutes Study in Prague. tJdasltlui rtdlis
„ „
, Qualifications: Students will be considered who „ „. , ~, __ . ..Excellent interpersonal skills, fluent English from campus. 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, Study at the Prague University of Economics, cf.fi i
essential. Second language helpful.
316entermg 3ld or 4th yeiir' with
res Pectai)le parking. $205Anonth including utilities and Central and East European Studies Program 30 worc ]s or jess $5
Experience an asset Call Darryl at (519)631-
academic standing, and enthusiasm for learn- furnishings. Save money on groceries; pear (courses in English), www.interuniversitv.com 31-60 words $8
6075 between 9am 8,7 pm Men-Fri.
md helpi"g otherS' good tree in backyard. Call 883-9569. inf./.nnteruniversityxom each word over 60 $.10
skills, initiative, some degree of creativity. ... ... !n , ™ IMon-MudentSTelemarketing UKfcAl sUMMtK iUBLfcl University WhitewaterWeekend 30 words or less $7
Earn $7-17 per hr. PLAs work approximately 5 hours per week, 2 occupants needed for May/01AX) - Aug/31/30. j ojn s tudents from across Ontario at 31-60 words $10
•Free Food and Music 10-12 weeks each semester. Training will be RecenUy renovated lpt. on a3O sees Wilderness Tours on die Ottawa River A fun-
$1 °
•Part/Full Tune provided prior to Fall Term 2000. For a posi- ~ , .. _ Semi-Display Ads
~,
, , from WLU. Call Chris or Dave 725-1654. Rent dil(id weekend - June 9-11, 2000. Rafting, add 50•Weekends available tj on description and application form please .. ~
•Flexible Schedule negouaote. camping, meals, live entertainment - specialcontact: Counselling Services, upper floor, •Prices include GST•19 Job Openings Two Bedroom Basement Apt rate $150 + gst. Ph 1-800-267-9166 or
•Start Today! Student Services Centre, or call 884-1970 ext Two rooms available „ spacious walkout base- raft@wildernesstoure.com Placement fbnrn are available in the Cord Office on
Kitchener/King St. 2144. Deadline: March 22. ment 20 minute walk from WLU. $375/mo. the third floor of the Fred Nichols Campus Centre.
742-9990 Resume Builder! including utilities and cable. Call Marion at Phone-in orders can call 884-0710 ext 3564. Fax
Wanted Karaoke Host Give to the Community! Volunteers are desper- 747-0269. on ](!rs be sent to (519) 883-0873. Cash required
For Friday or Saturday nights 9pm-2am, must ately needed to provide companionship to peo- 2 Summer Sublets Available WonderfulKitty Looking for Home! in advance lor most student classified ads. Billing
have some experience with singing karaoke. pie with Alzheimer Disease. T\vo hour commit- lon Bricker and lon MashalL Both cheap Owner moving: must find good home for 2 1/2 available for phone-in and fax orders and classifieds
Will train to work equipment. Silver Spur 886- ment for one year. Training provided Call and close. Call Thanh at 725-9856 for more yr old male cat, fixed, declawed. All accessories running formore than live issues. Deadlinelor ptace-
-9336 days. Apply now thru Friday. Alzheimer Society 742-1422. details. included. Call Christine at 725-2870. ment is ibesdayat 12:00p.m. I
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Gotta cheesier answer than that? Send it to ms
■B www.kraftdinmr.com You could win your tuition. j
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